
PRESTIGE™
Studio™ Series Art Portfolios
This zippered portfolio is constructed of 
durable, heavy-duty black polypropylene 
with stitched cloth edges for added 
durability. The molded plastic comfort 
handles are securely riveted in four places 
for added strength. Inside features a  
6" x 17¾" zippered pouch for carrying 
smaller items, as well as a full width 
large pocket for pads, canvas, art panels, 
and more. The other side equipped with 
crossing elastic straps with clasp to hold 
a variety of materials. Includes an ID/
business card pocket. Largest two sizes in 
both gusset widths include an extra side 
handle for added convenience.

PRESTIGE™
Elegance™ Series  
Heavy-Duty Art Portfolios
Ideal for those seeking both good looks 
and durability in a portfolio. This attractive 
portfolio is constructed of reinforced nylon 
laminated to corrugated plastic. Features a 
 4" wide gusset, four protective chrome 
studs on the bottom, two full-width inside 
pockets, and twin zippers that open fully on 
all three sides. Features a 5" x 17" interior 
pencil and brush storage case and a  
14" x 21" x 2" exterior front pocket with 
smaller zippered pocket on top. Dual handles,  
ID/business card holder, and an adjustable,  
detachable shoulder strap for comfortably 
carrying a full portfolio of work.

No. Content Size SRP
CHP42721 20" x 26" $133.75 ea 
CHP43224 23" x 31" 165.00 ea 
CHP43725 24" x 36" 182.50 ea 
CHP43543 34" x 42" 237.50 ea

PRESTIGE™
Carry-All™ 
Soft-Sided Art Portfolios
Constructed from lightweight, black, water-
resistant nylon, this soft art portfolio keeps 
important projects safe and organized. 
Wire-sewn frame helps the portfolio to 
maintain form. Inside is a zippered pouch 
to hold smaller objects, as well as an 
oversized storage pocket for keeping 
artwork and papers safe and easily 
accessible. An elastic cross strap inside 
holds larger projects securely in place.  
The 3" gusset allows for expansion. 
Handles convert into shoulder strap for 
comfort and convenience when carrying 
heavier projects. Rubber feet protects 
portfolio from wear.

No. Content Size SRP
MN2026 20" x 26" $96.25 ea 
MN2331 23" x 31" 106.25 ea 
MN2436 24" x 36" 127.50 ea 
MN3242 32" x 42" 160.00 ea

PRESTIGE™
Pegasus™  
Portfolio and  
Presentation Case  
Display Assortment
Size: 80"h x 50"diameter* 
Contents: 51 pieces, assorted

No. PR250D 
SRP $3,492.00

* Extra room is needed for a fully
stocked display. 

PRESTIGE™
Studio Lite™ Art Portfolios
This zippered portfolio is constructed of 
durable, heavy-duty black polypropylene 
with stitched cloth edges for added 
durability. The molded plastic comfort 
handles are securely riveted in four places 
for added strength. Available in 1½" and 3" 
wide gussets. Largest size in both gusset 
widths includes an extra side handle for 
added convenience.

No. Content Size SRP
1½" gusset
PC2026 20" x 26" $40.63 ea 
PC2331 23" x 31" 48.56 ea 
PC2436 24" x 36" 60.31 ea

3" gusset
PC2026-3 20" x 26" 47.19 ea 
PC2331-3 23" x 31" 59.00 ea 
PC2436-3 24" x 36" 68.13 ea

No. Content Size SRP
1½" gusset
PP1418 14" x 18" $40.00 ea 
PP1722 17" x 22" 46.25 ea 
PP2026 20" x 26" 57.50 ea 
PP2331 23" x 31" 68.75 ea 
PP2436 24" x 36" 83.75 ea 
PP3242 32" x 42" 112.50 ea

3" gusset
PP1418-3 14" x 18" 47.50 ea 
PP1722-3 17" x 22" 53.75 ea 
PP2026-3 20" x 26" 65.00 ea 
PP2331-3 23" x 31" 85.00 ea 
PP2436-3 24" x 36" 102.50 ea 
PP3242-3 32" x 42" 131.25 ea
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PRESTIGE™
University™ 
Series Soft-Sided Portfolios
Made of durable water-resistant nylon,  
this portfolio features a smooth nylon 
zipper, an adjustable, removable black 
shoulder strap, comfortable, reinforced 
foam handle, reinforced corners, and 
1" gusset. Optional Masonite sketching 
boards available to add stiffness. #1 choice 
among students and professionals alike.

No. Content Size  SRP
Black portfolios
SP1722 17" x 22"  $34.99 ea 
SP2026 20" x 26"  41.99 ea 
SP2331 23" x 31"  49.95 ea 
SP2427 24" x 27"  48.25 ea 
SP2436 24" x 36"  55.45 ea

PRESTIGE™
Studio™ Series 
Presentation Cases
Black, heavy-duty polypropylene 
presentation case has attractive stitched 
cloth edges with smooth zipper closure. 
Collapsible handle on spine allows pages 
to hang downward. Inside: one side 
equipped with a large pocket, while the 
opposing side has a retaining strap to hold 
panels in position during transit. Includes 
ID/business card holder and 10 acid-free 
archival protective sleeves.

No. Content Size  SRP
LCP811 8½" x 11"  $51.25 ea 
LCP1114 11" x 14"  72.50 ea 
LCP1117 11" x 17", digital 85.00 ea 
LCP1417 14" x 17"  98.75 ea

PRESTIGE™
Rugged Pro Portfolios
These durable portfolios are constructed with 
black polyester and an ethylene-vinyl acetate 
shell to keep their shape. Features include a 
clear zippered pouch, a large mesh pocket, 
elastic cross straps and zippered enclosure  
for securing contents. Also includes easy  
carry handles and rubber feet to protect it  
from wear. 1½" gusset.

No. Content Size  SRP
EVA1418 14" x 18"  $71.25 ea 
EVA1722 17" x 22"  86.25 ea 
EVA2026 20" x 26"  97.50 ea 
EVA2331 23" x 31"  120.00 ea

PRESTIGE™
Rugged  
Pro Deluxe  
Portfolios
These deluxe portfolios are  
beautifully crafted as well as  
durable and functional.  
Constructed with black polyester  
and an ethylene-vinyl acetate shell  
to keep its shape. A hard plastic frame  
provides added strength to protect any  
enclosed artwork or personal items. These portfolios  
feature a clear zippered pouch, a large mesh pocket, and  
adjustable straps to hold artwork in place. Designed with travel in mind, 
each portfolio has adjustable, detachable shoulder straps, comfort grip easy 
carry handles, and rubber feet to protect it from wear. 2¾" gusset.

No. Content Size  SRP
EVM1418 14" x 18"  $103.75 ea 
EVM1722 17" x 22"  123.75 ea 
EVM2026 20" x 26"  142.50 ea 
EVM2331 23" x 31"  168.75 ea

PRESTIGE™
All-In-One™ 
Soft-Sided Art Portfolios
These portfolios are constructed of 
heavy-duty, rugged, water-resistant, yet 
lightweight nylon to ensure exceptional 
protection from the elements. Black with 
red piping accents sewn in. Features four 
exterior pockets – one large pocket on 
one side, two medium size pockets on 
the other side, and one cell phone/mp3 
player pocket, plus a long slot for carrying 
a T-square, and a tube sleeve with open 
ends to fit rolled documents. Also includes 
adjustable, detachable shoulder strap and 
comfort grip handles. The small, zippered 
interior pocket is perfect for storing the 
shoulder strap or small supplies. 1" gusset.

No. Content Size  SRP
PF2427 24" x 27"  $65.00 ea 
PF2436 24" x 36"  80.00 ea PF2427

PF2436
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LCP811

LCP1417

PRESTIGE™
Student™ Series 
Soft-Sided Portfolios
Economical briefcases  
constructed of high quality,  
water-resistant nylon.  
Lightweight with double-stitched  
seams for added strength.  
1/2" gusset. 

No. Content Size  SRP
Black
N1215 12" x 15"  $11.88 ea 
N1518 15" x 18"  12.50 ea 
N1821 18" x 21"  16.25 ea 
N2026 20" x 26"  22.50 ea 
N2331 23" x 31"  25.63 ea

Gray with black stripe  
NG2026 20" x 26"  22.99 ea 
NG2331 23" x 31"  26.20 ea
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PRESTIGE™
Elegance™ Series 
Presentation Cases
Embossed outer finish laminated to a rigid 
core material. Ideal for professionals who 
want refined looks and functional design. 
Hidden zipper with snap provides a  
sleek, finished look. Ergonomic handle  
on spine allows pages to hang down 
straight, preventing curling or wrinkling. 
Multi-ring design holds 10 acid-free 
archival protective sleeves, included. 
Inside: one side equipped with a large 
pocket, while the opposing side has a 
retaining strap to hold panels in position 
during transit.

No. Content Size  SRP
PCA811 8½" x 11"  $66.25 ea 
PCA1114 11" x 14"  90.00 ea 
PCA1117 11" x 17", digital 112.50 ea 
PCA1417 14" x 17"  117.50 ea 
PCA1722 17" x 22"  156.25 ea 
PCA1824 18" x 24"  192.50 ea

PRESTIGE™
PXB™ Series 
Soft-Sided Art Portfolios
Constructed of durable, lightweight 
nylon and designed for versatile carrying 
applications, this portfolio is spacious 
enough for carrying extra project supplies 
and pads. Fits Alvin PXB drawing boards. 
Extra long handles become shoulder 
straps. Third handle provides extra control 
when using shoulder straps. Features side 
zippers and hook and loop fasteners at top 
for easy access. 7½" x 9" outside pocket 
and 1½" reinforced gusset.

No. Content Size  SRP
SPX1621 16" x 21",  $43.75 ea 
 fits PXB21 
SPX1824 18" x 24",  52.50 ea 
 fits PXB24, PLB24 
SPX2026 20" x 26",  57.50 ea 
 fits PXB26, PLB26 
SPX2331 23" x 31",  71.25 ea 
 fits PXB31 
SPX2436 24" x 36",  78.75 ea 
 fits PXB36, PLB36 
SPX3042 30" x 42",  101.25 ea 
 fits PXB42

PRESTIGE™
Mesh Front Portfolios
Durable yet lightweight, these soft-
sided portfolios are constructed of black 
water-resistant nylon on the back and see-
through vinyl with mesh webbing on the 
front. Features reinforced corners on the 
bottom and a smooth-running nylon zipper. 
Reinforced foam handle and detachable, 
adjustable, shoulder strap. 1" wide gusset. 
24" x 27" portfolio is ideal for carrying  
a standard 23" x 26" sketch board. 
Packaged flat with cardboard stiffener.

No. Content Size  SRP
SPM2026 20" x 26"  $36.40 ea 
SPM2331 23" x 31"  39.60 ea 
SPM2427 24" x 27"  43.40 ea

ALVIN®

Budget Portfolios
Lightweight but strong corrugated 
fiberboard portfolios that securely close 
over contents, protecting documents, 
artwork, or blueprints from damage due 
to shifting while in transit. The notched 
tab locks and self-closing carrying handle 
provide added security.  
Packaged 25/box.

No. Dimensions  SRP
AB3020 24¾" x 32½",  $191.40 bx 
 content size: 
 22" x 30" 
AB3021 26¾" x 38½",  199.15 bx 
 content size: 
 24" x 36"

PRESTIGE™
Archival Protective Sleeves
Archival quality, acid-free polypropylene 
material with acid-free black paper 
inserts. Universal holes allow use in all 
presentation cases. RF11 also fits standard 
3-ring binders. First dimension is opening 
edge with holes located along long edge. 

No. Content Size  SRP
RF11 8½" x 11", 10-pack $29.75 pk 
RF11DS 11" x 17", digital,  41.25 pk 
 10-pack 
RF14 11" x 14", 10-pack  34.99 pk 
RF17 14" x 17", 5-pack  25.75 pk 
RF22 17" x 22", 5-pack  37.50 pk 
RF24 18" x 24", 5-pack   47.50 pk 
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PCA1114

PXB Board 
not included

PXB boards can be  
found on page 49.

For additional mesh bags 
refer to page 30.

ALVIN®

Mesh Portfolios with Handles
These rugged mesh portfolios are a 
cheaper alternative to the traditional black 
artist portfolios. They are supplied with 
a very rugged black handle, 1/2" gusset 
and come with a piece of stiff cardboard to 
support the artwork and contents.

No. Size  SRP
MS1418 14" x 18"  $33.69 ea 
MS1722 17" x 22"  36.19 ea 
MS2026 20" x 26"  39.38 ea 
MS2331 23" x 31"  39.94 ea

S15

ALVIN®

Art Presentation Books
Great looking black polypropylene art presentation books with distinctive sewn fabric edges.  
Features archival quality materials to protect work and acid-free black polypropylene inserts.  
Great for presentations or storage. Economically priced. Comes with 24 top loading 
polypropylene pages, holds 48 photos.

S12

No. Content Size  SRP
APB1117 11" x 17"  26.50 ea 
APB1417 14" x 17"  32.75 ea

No. Content Size  SRP
APB0811 8½" x 11"  $13.00 ea 
APB0912 9" x 12"  15.00 ea 
APB1114 11" x 14"  21.00 ea
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ALVIN®

Heavy-Duty 
Translucent Vinyl Envelopes
The .13 mil thick vinyl and waterproof zip 
top closure protects valuable documents 
from dirt, dust, and moisture. Great for 
commercial or marine applications. 
Notations can be made on the translucent 
vinyl covers by using a grease pencil or 
water-based felt pen and wipes clean 
with either a dry cloth or soap and 
water. Perfect for business, contractors, 
architects, pilots, surveyors, engineers, 
builders, navigators, artists, and more.

No. Sheet Size  SRP
ACP18 12" x 18"  $14.55 ea 
ACP24 18" x 24"  18.20 ea 
ACP36 24" x 36"  31.05 ea 
ACP42 30" x 42"  46.05 ea 
ACP48 36" x 48"  55.75 ea

STAR®

Expanding Wallets
Economically priced for student or office 
use, handy expanding wallets are ideal for 
carrying loose notes, papers, books, etc. 
Larger sizes for drawings, maps, artwork, 
etc. One-piece heavyweight red fiber, full 
2" expansion. Made from post-consumer 
recycled material and are 100% recyclable.

No. Size  SRP
E15 10" x 15"  $3.10 ea 
E18 12" x 18"  3.70 ea 
E20 14" x 20"  7.95 ea 
E22 17" x 22"  8.20 ea 
E26 20" x 26"  12.95 ea 
E31 23" x 31"  13.95 ea

STAR®

Carrying Wallets
Strong red fiber stock, equipped with folding  
plastic carrying handles. A convenient, 
inexpensive protective case for storing or 
carrying drawings, documents, papers, 
etc. Made from post-consumer recycled 
material, 100% recyclable.

No. Size  SRP
E20H 14" x 20"  $9.50 ea 
E22H 17" x 22"  11.90 ea 
E26H 20" x 26"  13.25 ea 
E31H 23" x 31"  14.45 ea 
E36H 24½" x 36"  22.95 ea

PRESTIGE™
Easel Binders
Doubles as a presentation binder or 
position as a flip chart easel. Black grain 
finish laminated vinyl cover. Traditional 
pyramid style landscape/horizontal easel 
binder. Features snap closure, handle 
on spine, and black multi-ring design. 
Includes 10 acid-free, archival  
protective sleeves.

No. Content Size  SRP
EB1401 11" x 8½"  $75.00 ea 
EB1402 14" x 11"  100.00 ea 
EB1403 17" x 14"  131.25 ea

 Outer Content 
No. Dimensions Size SRP
AA1114-6 12" x 15" 11" x 14" $52.00 pk 
AA1418-6 15" x 19" 14" x 18" 60.00 pk 
AA1722-6 18" x 23" 17" x 22" 86.00 pk 
AA1824-6 19" x 25" 18" x 24" 92.00 pk 
AA2026-6 21" x 27" 20" x 26" 108.00 pk 
AA2230-6 23" x 31" 22" x 30" 143.00 pk 
AA2632-6 27" x 33" 26" x 32" 152.00 pk 
AA3040-6 31" x 41" 30" x 40" 176.00 pk 
AA3243-6 33" x 44" 32" x 43" 192.00 pk

PRESTIGE™
Archival Print Protectors  
Display Assortment 
(Acrylic Rack)
Size: 24"w x 30"h x 17"d 
Contents: 72 print protectors,  
assorted sizes

No. AA800D 
SRP $1,082.00

PRESTIGE™
Archival Print Protectors  
Display Assortment 
(Wire Rack)
Size: 25"w x 25"h x 16"d 
Contents: 6 each smallest 6 sizes

No. AA900D 
SRP $1,082.00

PRESTIGE™
Archival Print Protectors
Ideal for storing and protecting artwork, photographs, limited edition prints, family heirlooms, maps, plans, old documents, and 
much more. These protectors support and protect contents from stress, dirt, fingerprints, and atmospheric pollutants, and are 
made from heavy-duty .010" clear polypropylene with reinforced black binding on all sides. Features sewn edges and an acid-
free black paper insert. Guaranteed archival quality, neutral pH, and acid-free. Great for temporary displays or items that need 
to be handled frequently. First dimension is opening edge. Packaged and sold 6-pack.
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STAR®

Sable Portfolios
Stain and water resistant, acid-free coating 
is designed to protect contents, providing 
archival, safe storage. Expands to 2" 
capacity. Has VELCRO® brand closure and 
a nylon carrying handle. Black.

No. Size  SRP
S22H-BLK 17" x 22" x 2"  $15.25 ea 
S26H-BLK 20" x 26" x 2"  16.95 ea 
S31H-BLK 23" x 31" x 2"  18.95 ea

ALVIN®

Poster Illustration/ 
Foam Core Bags
The perfect way to deliver and protect 
costly dry mounts from weather.  
Keeps fingerprints, smudges, and dirt off 
presentation boards. Made from .00275mil. 
white low density polyethylene. Fits most 
popular sizes of foam board. 100/box. 

No. Size  SRP
PBF38 26" x 38"  $234.99 bx 
PBF45 35" x 45"  351.40 bx

ALVIN®

Rain Cover/Local Delivery Bags
Protect blueprints from the elements of weather. Made from .002 mil. clear low density 
polyethylene, bags keep blueprints from becoming frayed or unraveled while out for 
delivery. Printed with "Blueprints Handle with Care". 9" x 44". 250/box.

No. RCD44 
SRP $250.25 bx

ALVIN®

Blueprint  
Shipping Bags
White exterior /gray interior  
opaque bags are made of  
heavyweight .0035mil.  
co-extruded plastic material.  
Weather and tear resistant  
envelopes. Designed with a permanent  
self-sealing 3” lip. Bags accept self-adhesive 
labels and permanent markers. 100/box.

No. Description  SRP
BSB33 9½" x 33"  $128.45 bx 
BSB38 10" x 38"   138.55 bx 
BSB44 10" x 44"   166.10 bx 
BSB46 13" x 46"  219.05 bx

ALVIN®

Blueprint Tote and Wrap
This wrap is ideal for easy transportation of rolled documents and tubes. Adjusts to hold 
items between 2½" and 5" in diameter. Made of durable black nylon and features twin hook 
and loop strips that fasten tightly and a convenient carry handle. 2-pack.

No. BPT5 
SRP $16.50 pk

CLIPPER TAGS®

Labeling System
Reusable 3½" spring-steel clips firmly 
secure the replaceable cardboard ID tag 
to the end of rolled material. Cardboard ID 
tags come in two sizes, 1s" and 2", for fast 
identification. Easily identify blueprints, 
building plans, maps, drawings, and all 
rolled material.

No. Description  SRP
50-pack metal clips & cardboard tags
CT1 1s" tags  $68.80 pk 
CT2 2" tags  73.65 pk

Cardboard tag refills, 150-pack
CT3 1s" refills  49.25 pk 
CT4 2" refills  56.40 pk

ALVIN®

“Workhorse”  
Storage Carry Tube – 4½" I.D.
Ideal for safely transporting important 
documents. Designed with the professional 
in mind, carrying cases are constructed of 
high quality, water-resistant nylon with  
contrasting gray bands. Features include 
an attached top with zippered closure, 
a comfortable carrying handle, and 
an adjustable shoulder strap. A rigid 
cardboard core and foam padded end 
caps provide extra protection of valuable 
artwork, blueprints, documents, or other 
objects.  4½" inside diameter.

No. Length  SRP
CP25 25"  $32.90 ea 
CP37 37"  36.50 ea

ALVIN®

Telescoping 
Zoom Tube – 6¾" I.D.
This rugged plastic tube features 1/2" 
protective foam in top and bottom.  
Extends from 31" to 54" in length with 
a 6¾" inside diameter. Includes a 
comfortable, adjustable carrying strap and 
a removable carry handle that adjusts for 
load balance. Use for storing or carrying 
drawings, architectural plans, trade show 
graphics, or almost anything! Weight limit: 
7 lbs.

No. ZOOM6 
SRP $206.00 ea
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ALVIN®

Black Knight™ 
Storage Tube – 4¼" I.D.
Made of durable black plastic, tube is water-
resistant. Ideal for storage, protection, and 
transport of documents, artwork, prints, 
posters, and more. Expands from 30" to 45" 
in 14 locking 1" increments with a 4¼" inside 
diameter. Includes removable, adjustable 
shoulder strap.

No. BTR4 
SRP $37.40 ea

 
ALVIN®

Fiberboard Tubes
This strong jute fiber tube is an economical 
alternative for storing and mailing anything 
that can be rolled, including charts, maps, 
blueprints, and posters. Includes tight slip 
caps and reinforced metal ends.

No. Length  SRP
2½" I.D., blue paper wrap
T413-25 25"  $8.90 ea 
T413-31 31"  10.25 ea 
T413-37 37"  11.35 ea 
T413-43 43"  12.40 ea

3" I.D., white paper wrap
T417-25 25"  12.40 ea 
T417-31 31"  13.85 ea 
T417-37 37"  15.10 ea 
T417-43 43"  15.85 ea

4" I.D., orange paper wrap
T418-25 25½"  17.10 ea 
T418-37 37¼"  23.50 ea

5½" I.D., indigo paper wrap
T420-25 25"  31.05 ea 
T420-31 31"  33.60 ea 
T420-37 37"  36.65 ea 
T420-43 43"  40.40 ea

ALVIN®

Fiberboard Mailing Tubes 
Display Assortment
Size: 18"w x 52"h x 18"d 
Contents: 36 tubes, 2½" in diameter, 
assorted lengths

No. T2531D 
SRP $366.00

ALVIN®

Paper Mailing Tube Center
Size: 36"w x 28"h x 24"d 
Contents: 168 tubes, assorted diameters 
and lengths

No. PMT100D  
SRP $2,063.83

ALVIN®

Expandable Tube –  
3¾" I.D.
This tube is ideal for the storage, 
protection, and transport of documents, 
artwork, prints, posters, and more. Features 
a clear plastic cover with replaceable 
document identification pad  
inside. Expands from 26" to 43a" in 24 
locking 3/4" increments with a 3¾" inside 
diameter. Tube includes adjustable 42" 
shoulder strap.

No. ALTUBE 
SRP $25.99 ea

ALVIN®

Twist-Lock 
Telescoping  
Tubes – 3" I.D
These telescoping tubes adjust  
in length with an inside diameter of  
3". Twist-lock adjustment for desired 
lengths at 3/4" increments. Made of 
durable black plastic that is water- 
resistant. Features a translucent cap 
at one end for aid in labeling contents. 
Includes an adjustable shoulder strap. 
For blueprints, drawings, maps, posters, 
and more.

No. Description  SRP
BAT2 24" - 40"  $39.95 ea 
BAT4 47" - 63"   59.00 ea

CHARTPAK®

Expand-A-Tube Storage System
These lightweight durable tubes, made  
of virgin high density polyethylene, are  
water-resistant and ultraviolet lightproof. 
Ideal for storing, mailing, or transporting. 
26s" long tubes can expand in length, 
12" at a time, by adding optional middle 
sections. Ideal for storing items like school 
banners or large artwork or prints.  
3½" inside diameter.

No. Description  SRP
CY2001 Tube  $19.55 ea 
CY0801 Middle section  9.85 ea

ALVIN®

Empty Rack for Paper Tubes
Rack consists of the following,  
including sign:  
1 row 6½" square 3 openings 
2 rows 4½" square 8 openings 
2 rows 3½" square 10 openings 
3 rows 38" square 18 openings

No. WRF66 
SRP $229.00
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ALVIN®

Empty Rack for Plastic Tubes
Rack consists of the following,  
including sign: 8 rows, 4" square slots,  
40 openings total.

No. WRF77 
SRP $230.00

ALVIN®

Ice Tubes Display Assortment
Size: 18"w x 52"h x 18"d 
Contents: 20 tubes, assorted colors  
and lengths

No. MT2537D 
SRP $350.00

ALVIN®

Plastic Mailing Tube  
Display Assortment
Includes sign. 
Size: 36"w x 28"h x 24"d 
Contents: 46 tubes, assorted series

No. PMT200D  
SRP $1,090.00

ALVIN®

Ice Tubes – 2¾" I.D.
These unique transparent PVC mailing 
and storage tubes are the perfect solution 
for transporting and storing anything that 
can be rolled, including charts, maps, 
blueprints, and posters. Versatile storage 
for many unconventional items, too.  
Fill them with spray paint cans, baseballs, 
camera equipment, sodas, dog toys, 
and more! You are only limited by your 
imagination. One end cap is sealed closed 
and the other is removable. Tubes are 
UV-protective, moisture proof, and have 
a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. 
Shrink wrapped. 2 3/4” I.D. Lead and 
phthalate-free. 

No. Description
25" length
MT25-BL Blue 
MT25-CL Clear 
MT25-GR Green 
MT25-OR Orange
SRP $16.95 ea

37" length
MT37-BL Blue 
MT37-CL Clear 
MT37-GR Green 
MT37-OR Orange
SRP $18.50 ea

43" length
MT43-BL Blue 
MT43-CL Clear 
MT43-GR Green 
MT43-OR Orange
SRP $22.50 ea

Replacement cap
MT-CAP For MT series ONLY
SRP $4.90 ea

ALVIN®

Telescoping Tube – 2¾" I.D.
This telescoping tube adjusts in length 
from 18½" to 43" with a 2¾" inside 
diameter. Twist-lock adjusts for desired 
lengths. Made of durable black plastic, 
tube is water-resistant. Features twist-off 
screw cap with a window for viewing 
contents inside tube, identification label 
to mark its contents, adjustable shoulder 
strap, and assorted cap colors.

No. EXT1 
SRP $39.95 ea

ALVIN®

Extender Plastic Tube Display
Size: 15"w x 38"h x 11½"d 
Contents: 12 pieces of EXT1

No. EXT12D 
SRP $479.40

ALVIN®

Telescoping Plastic Tube Display
Size: 14½"w x 27½"h x 11"d 
Contents: 12 pieces of TS2

No. TS44D 
SRP $390.00

ALVIN®

Friction Lock 
Telescoping Tube – 3" I.D.
These telescoping tubes adjust in  
length from 27" to 50" with a 3" inside 
diameter. Friction lock adjusts for  
desired lengths. Made of durable  
black plastic, tube is water-resistant.  
Features twist-off screw cap and 
removable, adjustable shoulder strap.

No. TS2 
SRP $32.50 ea
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Find more document and  
tube storage systems  

on pages 20-24.
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